South Pacific

Director: David Schram

Rehearsal Report
General Rehearsal Notes:
We had a great acting rehearsal this afternoon working on scenes from
section E. We accomplished a lot and we will be able to insert the music and choreography
into these scenes once that is learned at a later point this month.
Scenic:
- Will the bucket of water in Act 1 Scene 3 actually be filled with water?
- In Act 1 Scene 7, are the benches DSL able to hold Nellie if she were to stand on
them?
- How does the washing machine work?
- Act 1 Scene 10 – 12: David wants to know how the Hut moves on stage to determine
when it is just a hut, and when it is Mary’s hut?
- Coffee table on Emile’s terrace needs to be sittable
Props:
- Flowers and fruit in Act 1 Scene 10
- More flowers for Act 1 Scene 12
- 6 benches/boxes (nurses need to sit around on) for Act 1 scene 7
- Bucket
- Tin tub to wash clothes in SL near nurses in Act 1 Scene 7
- Closed/open sign for shower (Act 1 Scene 7)
- Washing lines(2) for Act 1 Scene 3
- Grass skirts , paper money, boars tooth bracelet, cards/dice, shrunken head
Costumes:
- Just let us know when you are ready for preliminary measurements and fittings
Dance:
Next Dance rehearsal in on Saturday Jan 23 at 9:00am to choreograph Nothing
Like a Dame, Happy Talk and Bloody Mary
Ashley – David has blocked the scene so Nellie will be on the DSL bench during
Wonderful Guy
Music:
Next Rehearsal is Wednesday Jan 20 at 6:30pm to learn Wash That Man,
Wonderful Guy, Cockeyed Optimist and Bali Ha’i Reprise
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Lights:
Nothing yet
Sound:
We need to get our hands onto some rehearsal tracks of the underscore music
Miscellaneous:
Henri and his Assistant are going to be in Act 1.1, 1.13 and 2.12
Schedule:
The Next rehearsal will be on Monday January 18, 2010 starting at 9am on
Section E
Attendance:
Essence Collins was not at rehearsal and some people who were not called were
added to the scene

Thanks ☺
Sarah
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